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Preface
Inasmuch as All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and
rights. They are endowed with reason and conscience—also with justice
and peace, and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.
(Human Rights Declaration);
Inasmuch as we humans ultimately have only two paths to the
future, “peace and destruction”, in the face of endless nuclear weapons
development, once nuclear war breaks out, everything will be ashes. This
proves that peace is life, is truth, and is the absolute truth of all things
on earth; it is also all justice, morality, politics, economy, thought, faith,
philosophy, and science, leading to the ultimate truth. Permanent peace is
the eternal, unchanging, human rights-based truth.
Inasmuch as the world’s powerful countries focus only on military
competition, while ignoring the lessons of history, fighting must eventually
shift to the battlefield of “institutional performance”, and verify itself. Here
each system’s merits are judged and the fate of communities is determined.
Thus eliminating nuclear weapons cannot be achieved with nuclear
weapons, it calls for institutions — and the Charter for Permanent Peace is
the most reliable and trustworthy solution.
Inasmuch as Taiwan’s democratic super-constitution is the only
peaceful way to evolve Asia in the world, especially in the face of
dictatorships and unrestricted nuclear warfare, with no cultural barrier
to presenting the universal values of democracy and human rights to 4.6
billion Asians, It can be applied throughout the Orient. All that is needed
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is democratic nations with vision. World leaders will strongly support
Taiwan’s dedication to humanity, support for permanent peace and a superconstitution, inspiring the people of Taiwan to move forward, and attracting
the people of Asia to bravely follow. This will launch a new wave of global
democracy and lead humanity to realize the great dream of permanent
peace. The end result will be a united world, a family of human beings--this is our sacred historical mission.
Inasmuch as international demands call for maintain the status
quo under a General Constitution incorporating the first chapter of the
current Constitution—with no changes in the national title, territory,
and national flag. The emphasis will be on ending authoritarianism and
saving democracy and humanity through permanent peace under the
super-constitution. This adopts sustainable development to avoid disaster.
Dictatorships will be cursed and the misery of victims will end. This will
provided a new pole star for the world’s 249 political entities. It adopts a
wide-ranging democratic system to supplant the oppressive autocracies,
ending all military competition and conflict, and cutting global military
budgets in half. Swords will be beaten into plowshares, and human poverty
will be eliminated.
Inasmuch as participation by the world’s democracies is essential,
as long as one person is willing to sign on and recruit others to support the
Taiwan Model of the Permanent Peace Charter, this will trigger a “chain
reaction” and the “dynamics of wave diffusion”. Hope persists, but we must
have hope. As long as there are thousands of supporters, there will soon be
millions, tens of millions, and hundreds of millions; quantitative change
will lead to qualitative changes, with no need for a single solder, peacefully
liberating the world from dictatorship and the threat of global extinction by
nuclear weapons.
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To this end, the 2/3 of the world’s people threatened by
authoritarianism in Taiwan and the world have nothing to lose but their
chains and cages, violence and lies. All others will gain prosperity, strength
and health, becoming self-fulfilled with homes for everyone. All people will
be strategic UN partners living and working in peace and happiness.
Now, our “Global Permanent Peace Partnership” stands with the
people of Taiwan in front of all humanity here at a turning point in history,
declaring that the people of Taiwan are one with the people of the world.
Taiwan’s laws are the world’s laws, and the permanent peace constitution
is a step toward a true world civilization. The Model Law published here
will be a landmark document in the history of world peace, the Declaration
of the Charter for Permanent Peace. Taiwan will serve as a model, offering
international constitutional standards (ISO) that all people and all nations
shall strive to achieve, implementing international human rights standards
so that the Charter for Permanent Peace will be universally and effectively
recognized and complied with by all nations.

Part One. Two Basic Concepts and Visions
1. Permanent peace, all laws in one. Integrate international laws into
the legal framework of all nations to form a common law for the
world.
2. Constitutional benchmarks under Unity. Peacefully evolve all
nations into a world-wide entity, a true global nation.

Part Two. 28 Basic Propositions
Section One: Building a Free Nation
1. National Ethical Standards: Permanent peace and universal
humanity, benefitting all and harming no one; – These principles
run through every provision of the Constitution, as standards for
peace (ISO). (§1.1)
2. Voting Frequency Standards: Ensure frequent voting to promote
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human dignity, values, freedom, human rights, justice, peace and
sovereignty - at least two elections per year. (§1.3)
3. Basis of sovereignty: Calls for the state to withdraw from
international peace and mutual protection systems must be
approved by 3/4 of all citizens; the admittance of a single nation
requires the consent of 3/4 of all citizens, while withdrawal requires
consent from 1/2. (§1.5)
4. Election Procedures Standards: Money politics is strictly forbidden.
All TV stations shall make at least 60 minutes of free broadcast
time per week available to each candidate in an election, and
internet platforms and radio stations shall provide at least twice
that amount. (§1.6)
5. People’s Self-determination Standards: National sovereignty
unconditionally belongs to taxpayers. The right of proposal and
amendment of the Constitution belongs only to the people, and the
State, its organs and civil servants can never interfere. (§1.7)
Section Two: Building a Democratic Nation
6. Term of Office Standards: Ensure the true meaning of election
reform. Any elected head shall serve one five-year term, and he/
she and his/her close relatives shall not be eligible to run for office
for six years afterward. During this period, salaries and benefits
may not be adjusted. (§2.4.3)
7. Open Positions Standards: Ensure global governance and
place sovereignty in the hands of the people. With the exception
of representatives of public opinion, citizens of fully democratic
countries are allowed to run in elections for elected heads at all
levels. (§2.4.2)
8. Open Parties Standards: Ensure high quality in political parties.
A political party from a fully-democratic country that has elected
members in its parliament in the past ten years can open a party
branch in the State to promote its concepts and candidates in
elections. (§2.5.6)
9. Standards for Responsibility in Associations: Abuse of freedom of
association to undermine the concepts of law, international law, the
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Constitution for permanent peace or international understanding is
prohibited. (§2.5.9)
10. Democracy Defense Standards: Anyone who intends to harm,
abolish or attack free and democratic order shall be immediately
sanctioned by law. For this purpose, everyone has the right to
inform on such actions. (§2.8-§1.5)
Section Three: Building a Nation with Human Rights
11. Build a foundation for human rights: Create life values - Create
Constitutional Standards - Improve resource allocation - Promoting
permanent peace is the most sacred right of the people and the
most urgent obligation of the state. (§ 3.1)
12. National Decentralization Standards: Ensure that human rights
are not infringed~ the administrative, prosecutorial and trial heads
are elected by the people in each year; each year a quarter of the
legislators will face election to be reviewed by the voters. (§3.1)
13. Constitutional guarantors: all public officials including the
president, ministers, government officials, judges, military officers
etc., shall act as constitutional guarantors loyal to all taxpayers.
(§3.4)
14. Global standards for human rights: develop a joint community
for a common human destiny (§2.8). Human rights shall take
precedence over the sovereignty of any regime. Half of the
members of the Human Rights and Citizenship Action Committee
shall be nominated by international human rights organizations
(§3.5)
Section Four: Building a Nation under Rule of Law
15. National Belief Standards: Human rights, constitutionalism,
international legalism, and global (democratic multi-common) law;
this is a national credo that will create standards for peace. (§4.1)
16. Global Co-opetition Standards: Ensure democracy and rule of
law will lead the world for centuries to come ~ Global Co-opetition
in Legislative - Administrative - Judicial power is an eternal
obligation that the State cannot change or shirk. (§4.1.3)
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17. Supremacy of international common law: Guarantee permanent
peace and sustainable development for mankind. - International
law takes precedence over domestic law with direct impact on the
rights and duties of the people. (§1.1 to §4.3)
18. Incorporate all laws in one: Guarantee that freedom - democracy
- human rights will not lag behind other countries - the laws of all
nations shall constitute part of domestic law, and everyone can
choose the most suitable laws. (§1~§4)
Section Five: Global Co-opetition in Legislation
19. Comparison of global regulations: Congress should establish a
complete global database for comparing laws and regulations so
that the legislators, administrators, judges and all related people
can grasp and apply the latest regulations. (§5.2)
20. Parliament Organization Standards: Committee-centered system
for the Parliament - In addition to ad hoc committees, 12 Standing
Committee shall act as 12 shadow governments, effectively
increasing national strength 12-fold. (§5.3)
21. Global Participation in Legislation: Regardless of whether friend
or foe, each nation can appoint one person to represent it in the
legislature, with no voting rights regarding bills unrelated to its
own interests. All other rights and obligations shall be the same as
natives. (§5.5)
Section Six: Global Scope in Administration
22. Central Administrative Standards: Semi-presidential Cabinet
System ~ The President shall be directly elected by the people; the
Prime Minister and all cabinet ministers must be native-born and
be responsive to their public opinion base; the Prime Minister is in
charge of daily government operations as well as national defense.
(§3.6)
23. Local Administrative Standards: Ensure that the public opinion
at community levels is communicated directly to the international
community. The term of representatives of the people shall be
two years. Voters may observe and participate in deliberations in
legislative bodies at all levels according to law with no voting rights.
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(§2.6 followed by §5.4)
24. International Administrative Standards: The state will make more
than 5% of its military personnel and arms available for assignment
with global organizations to carry out international security and
peace missions that will contribute to the campaign for a global
republic. (§3.6)
Section Seven: General Justice in Courts and Prosecution
25. Election of Judicial Officers: Everyone must be a part of justice.
Judicial reforms are proposed by candidates in elections. Heads of
superior and local courts and procuratorates are directly elected.
(§4.1 to §7~§8)
26. Court Ruling Predictions: Construct a national/global system to
predict court rulings with an accuracy of at least 2/3 so that people
can assess their own legal interests at any time, any place. (§7.8)
Section Eight: Justice and Humanity under Unity
27. Judiciary and Courts Standards: Ensure that all laws in one for
long-term use and that justice will always be responsive. Half of the
Justices of Constitutional Court shall come from various continents,
and all shall enjoy lifetime tenure. (§4.2 and §8.4)
28. Constitutional Review Standards: Global Agreement on the
Constitution - Global Review of Unconstitutional Actions- To
prevent violations of international law or the Constitution; when no
immediate remedy is available, all people have the right to resist.
(§8)
Every provision of this charter is designed to promote the great
cause of our nation, for the great love of mankind, for the world, for the
Great Law, for the unity of all nations. For the oppressed of Taiwan and
other nations, the articles offer justice, and each one is a life-saver. For
authoritarian dictators, words are their natural enemy and sentences are
their nemesis. Any changes of super-constitution including sovereignty by
the people will be absolutely—absolytely— superior to the earth-shaking
changes brought by the downfall of autocracies. Taiwan is destined to be
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a Pole Star for Permanent Peace, providing guidance for Asia, Africa and
Latin America. The chapter leaders in the Global Partnership for Permanent
Peace, all chapter members and their representatives and supporters shall all
be angels of peace acting with God’s will to change constitutional law and
international law, moving toward a common law for the whole world, and
upgrading the UN while promoting the founding of a global republic.
“You” are the master of your national movement toward destiny; you
are the commander of the soul of your nation! Every nation’s fundamental
Great Law needs you as a commander to fulfill itself! Without a doubt, “You
are part of the world, because the world is part of you; when you change
yourself, you can change the world” (the Dalai Lama).
Declared by:
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership Taiwan (PPPTW)
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership Germany (PPPDE)
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership Netherlands (PPPNL)
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership Denmark (PPPDK)
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership Sweden (PPPSE)
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership USA (PPPUS)
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership Australia (PPPAU)
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership New Zealand (PPPNZ)
-iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership Canada (PPPCA)
Huang Chien-ming and all other presidents and partners
February 28, 2019 - Taiwan Peace Memorial Day – Taiwan University –
Charter for Permanent Peace International Symposium
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Get involved: I want be a Partner for Permanent Peace

我願意成為世界永久和平的夥伴
Name/姓名
Affiliation/服務單位
Position/職稱
Contact Information/通訊

電話/ Telephone
手機/Mobile
Email

I would like to receive the

□中文/Chinese

Permanent Peace Solution

□英文/English

Newsletter from PPP

□日文/Japanese

我願意收到每日全球要聞解方

□德文/German

電子報

□俄文/Russian
□西班牙文/Spanish

iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership will protect your privacy
iNGO 永久和平夥伴總會確保個人隱私權
Contact/連絡人：張怡菁博士/Dr. I-Ching Chang
Email: chang1975@lawlove.org Tel: +886 2 27693321#25
iNGO 全球永久和平夥伴 LINE 官方帳號 請您搜尋 @ppptw，加入好友
iNGO Permanent Peace Partner LINE ID: Please search @ppptw, join as our good
friend
Your Suggestions/您的寶貴建議

The People of Taiwan and the People of the World;
The Laws of Taiwan and the Laws of the World
The Taiwan Model of the

Charter for Permanent Peace
Introduction to the International Symposium on the
Charter for Permanent Peace

Part one:
Pursuing Permanent Peace
Responding to Ongoing
Change in the World Situation,
Strategies for Small and
Medium-sized Countries
1

Outline
1. Basic Strategies for Small and Medium-sized Nations
Facing Ever-changing Prospects for the Future of the
World!
2. The Future Is Now: Looking at the Example of Taiwan,
the Only Way Forward Is All Laws in One and Opening
Up the Law:
(1) Vertically — "All Laws in One System"
(2) Horizontally —"All Laws in One System"
3. The people have nothing to lose in doing so but their
chains and cages, violence and lies, and nothing else.
4. Q&A

1. Today
What we want to talk about today has never
been said before, but it is something we
humans absolutely must do... We must
explore long-term, comprehensive and

structural strategies for small and mediumsized countries in the pursuit of Permanent
Peace.
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2.The Future Is Now
How Should Taiwan
Approach the Future?
Regardless of whether you agree or disagree, the era of the
global village keeps moving forward. Acting strategically, we
gather all the wisdom of human beings and propose that
everyone can be free from harm, able to recognize themselves
and find self-fulfillment, and ready to attack in order to defend
themselves. This strategy is “All

Laws in One System”:

Take Taiwan as an example
Taiwan is the center of
gravity of the joint
efforts to “push back
against China” for the
US, Japan, India and
Australia. In the face of
the ever-changing
global future, what is
Taiwan’s grand strategy?
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(1) “All Laws in One System,”Vertically —
To achieve permanent peace, we need to implement one
world under one set of laws, directly recognizing,
confirming, and guaranteeing the Constitution:
"International law shall take precedence over domestic law,
with direct bearing on the rights and obligations of the
people." International law shall be used to restrict state
behavior and protect the rights of all people.
Note: Article 25 of the German Basic Law states: "The general rules of international law
form part of the federal law. The effectiveness of such provisions is superior to the law,
directly imposing rights and obligations on residents of the federal territory."

(2)“All Laws in One System,”Horizontally —
To realize permanent peace, we must implement One World under One Set of Laws and
clearly define this in the Constitution: "The law of all nations shall constitute part of domestic
law, and the people can choose the laws best suited to their needs." This will ensure that
freedom and human rights will never not lag behind those of other nations.
National legislative, administrative and judicial organs shall have the power to make decision
or judgments in accordance with the law in order to maintain domestic order, to trade time
for space, to peacefully evolve evil laws, and to promote self-realization under the "Global

Multilateral Common Law of Democracy" (in short, Global Law).
Note:

The US’ "Anti-United Front War and Reverse Infiltration Laws", Germany’s "Social Network Enforcement

Laws", etc., testify that the enemy- the CCP - is already present in-country. If state organs are not ready to take action,
the people can sue to defend democracy...
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3. In light of this—
Taiwan and the 2/3 of the world's people
now suffering under threat by autocracies
have nothing to lost but their chains and
cages, violence and lies, while others will
lost nothing, instead gloriously gaining rich
and prosperous countries and models of
permanent peace for all humanity.

4. Please listen carefully now and
remember these words:
"All

Laws in One System,"

And slowly we will achieve the future
we want.
Q&A
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Part 2: In pursuing permanent peace, we explore possible
solutions to the world’s largest dictatorships in China
and Russia.

1. Common blind spots

among international powers

2. Unrestricted warfare of the Chinese and Russian autocracies have the
world at a loss.
3. Sovereignty in the hands of the people - Open Positions for
national leaders -is greater than Sovereignty not held by the
people – Locked-in Positions, A nation of slaves in the hands of
autocrats
4. Save the ignorant. "Rule of law" vs. "Rule of man"
5. Conclusion: "Open Positions", "The World Belongs to Everyone, go
for talent and ability", and accelerate "Peaceful Evolution of the CCP,
restoration of Chinese civilization"
1

1. Common blind spots
among international
powers
Global Trends 2030 shows: the
national strength of the PRC and
the US will converge around
2030; China has announced
that 2035 will see ISO standards yielding to Chinese standards as
part of global communist rule. The US, China and Russia are only
focused on developing arms, ignoring blind spots in
developing universal values like freedom and democracy.
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2. R&D in unrestricted
warfare by Chinese
and Russian autocracies
has the whole world
at a loss
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3. Taiwan as a model
The democratic “SuperConstitution" that provides for both

offense and defense has disintegrated
the dictatorship “Unrestricted
Warfare“, advocating "open
positions" to attract global elites to
come to Taiwan to dream and to inspire
the Chinese people to bravely follow.
4
Positions”:
“Open

2

(1) Human Rights
Half of the committee members of the
Human Rights Action and Citizenship
Exercise Committee shall be appointed by
authoritative international human rights
organizations.
Reasons:

1. 193 countries have signed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and the
human family is the subject of the first article. Thus human rights are a global
internal affair.
2. Building a "community for human destiny" with equal rights for all humankind:
On Jan. 20, 2017, Xi Jinping called for promoting this concept, and the UN is
working hard for its adoption.
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(2) Legislation

Legislation with global participation, whether friend or foe.
Each nation sends one person to represent it in the legislature,
but with no voting rights on motions unrelated to the home
country. All other rights and obligations are the same as local
nationalities.
Reasons:

Whether the government

currently has diplomatic ties (now stands
at 0), allow global participation in
legislation as a symbol of united
humanity and diplomacy by the people.
Whatever the reality may be, such a
6
change
would be very significant.

3

(3) Administration
Citizens of fully democratic
nations can participate in
elections for leaders at all
levels according to law. Time
in office is limited to one
five-year term, after which
the official and close relatives are barred from running for
office for six years, although benefits are unchanged.
Reason:
Nations and areas must be competitive, so let their leaders be competitive first.
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(4) The Law
Constitutional judges:
half hail from other
areas of the world,
of various nationalities
Reason:
Ensures that laws are
unified, enables long-term
stability, justice and responsiveness, and confirms Taiwan
as
a holy place of law...
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4

4. Sovereignty in the hands of the

people - Open positions for
national leaders -is greater

than Sovereignty not held by
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the people – Locked-in Positions,
A nation of slaves in the hands
of autocrats

Guardians of Peace in position--

Anyone who applies for or participates in
accordance with the law is an angel striving

to save freedom and democracy and
achieve lasting peace. This will greatly

enhance our country’s international status and
improve its international competitiveness. The
value of such efforts is unparalleled: they show
that sovereignty belongs to the people and is
infinitely superior to dictatorship under
communism.
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5.Save us from ignorance: Rule of law —vs— Rule of man
1.Ruling parties enforce “policies of
morons”
2.The general public lacks
constitutional expertise, has little
enthusiasm for the constitution
3.Most scholars hide their ignorance
because knowledge does not come
easily (Author: Gunter Grass)
4.Don’t trust politicians any more;
rather, bind them with the
constitution to keep them from evil
actions. (American Founding
Father – Thomas Jefferson) The only
thing necessary for the triumph of
evil is for good men to do nothing.
11(Edmund Burke)

Global ranking by political ignorance (2016) - China was second,
Taiwan third

6. Open positions: The people of

12

Taiwan have nothing to lose but their chains
and cages, violence and lies. Others will lose
nothing, instead gaining the respect and love
of the whole world. They will see the great
tradition of "the world belongs to all,
choose knowledge and ability". The 1.4
billion people of China will be proud and
press for faster peaceful evolution of the
CCP.
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Part 3: In the pursuit of
Permanent Peace, noting that
democracy and communism will
be competing factors in Taiwan's
presidential election next year,
the supporters of democracy
must have a strategy.
Keynote Speaker：iNGO Permanent Peace Partnership

Outline
1. The Taiwan presidential election on January 11, 2020, will be a
confrontation between the CCP's totalitarianism and Taiwan's
democracy.
2. The Charter for Permanent Peace offers a Cure-All Method for
economic and social problems
3. All state authority is derived from the people.
4. All citizens have the Right to Resist Unconstitutional Acts.
5. Permanent Peace needs you to “sign up" and “forward" this
message
6. Take this phrase with you today: Resistance to Unconstitutional
Acts” is needed to fulfill the future for us human beings.
7. In summary: “ Permanent Peace , All Laws in One, Open
Positions, Anti-Unconstitutional”
8. Q&A
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1. THE CONFRONTATION BETWEEN THE CCP’S
AUTOCRACY AND TAIWAN’S DEMOCRACY IN 2020

2020/1/11 Taiwan Presidential and Parliamentary
Elections
• Scenario:
 Extinction of democracy is the ultimate aim of
the CCP, if CCP sycophants gain control of the
Taiwan Presidency and the majority of the
Legislature on January 11, 2019.
 After 2022, Taiwan will be annexed by China, and
the US will withdraw its armed forces from the first
and second island chain and hand over control of
the western Pacific. The future of Taiwan is the
future of Japan, and the future of the world.
• Prediction:
From 2049 on, the CCP will dominate the entire world.
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2. THE CHARTER FOR PERMANENT
PEACE IS THE CURE-ALL METHOD
Many long years of history have shown that the battles of
mankind must finally be fought on the battlefields of
"institutional performance", where each system's merits
will be verified and the future of the community will be
decided. Thus the elimination of nuclear weapons
cannot be achieved by relying on nuclear weapons; it will
depend on the system. The Charter for Permanent
Peace is a trustworthy Cure-All Method. It urges China
to learn from Taiwan, and realize China’s fine tradition of
"The world community is equally shared by all; Select
the good and able", and fulfill China’s (Xi Jinping’s)
commitment to forming a community for human destiny
in the UN, and the world will be saved.
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3. STATE POWER COMES FROM
THE PEOPLE
National basic Act : With exception of
International Law, “All state authority is
derived from the people. It shall be exercised by
the people through free political campaigns, by
elections and referendums, empowering the legislative,
executive, and judicial organs of government to take
action.”

4. RIGHT OF RESISTANCE TO
UNCONSTITUTIONAL ACTS

When Unconstitutional Actions
or Violations of the
international Law are found, if
no other remedy is available, all
people have the right to resist.
Ref1: Basic Law for the Federal Republic of
Germany , Article 20, Constitutional
principles – Right of resistance.
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5.PERMANENT PEACE
REQUIRES YOUR
SUPPORT — SIGN UP NOW
The Constitution is the soul of the country,
the embodiment of morality, the
Constitution is with you. All who sign up
to support Permanent Peace will
become an extension of the state spirit.
The country will be great, and we human
beings will live in peace because of you.

5.1

PERMANENT PEACE REQUIRES YOUR
SUPPORT TO IN FORWARDING THIS MESSAGE.
People are great because of their dreams, but
they are successful because of their actions. We
need you to Sign Up & Forward to create
the effect of "chain reaction" and the power of
"wave diffusion“. We cannot simply wait for
support, but your support will give us hope. If
we gain thousands, even millions, of supporters,
the change will definitely come. Without a
single soldier, it will be possible to peacefully
transform all dictatorships and terminate
development of chemical and nuclear
weapons around the world.
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6. RESISTANCE TO
UNCONSTITUTIONAL ACTS
Take this phrase with you today:

“Resistance to Unconstitutional Acts ”

Any law which does not carry
penalties is not a law, and a
constitution that does not
countenance resistance is not a
constitution.

7. CONCLUSION
Permanent Peace,
All Laws in One System,
Open Positions,
Resistance to
Unconstitutional Acts.

See the declaration on the [Taiwan Model ~
Charter for Permanent Peace] : 2 basic

concepts

and

28 basic propositions

Thank You!
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